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Something about certain perfonnances, or even particular dances, seems
to mesh perfectly. As a dancer you come away feeling everything - the
music, the dancing, the audience - clicked; everything went perfectly. These
cathartic experiences, of the group dancing as one, are what keep us coming
back time after time after time. Like lovemaking, dancing can sometimes
slip into just a regular routine. It 's the "occasional orgy" (apologies to
Graham Greene) , the non-routine effort, that creates new level s of
excitement
I and my sidemates, Ramsey's Braggarts, had the pleasure of attending
the London Ale this year. With borrowed music (Alistair Brown, Thames
Valley and Alan Dodson, Ann Arbor), we particjpated in a delightfully paced
weekend of dancing. In front of the Stratford Theatre there was a point
where everything clicked - the dancing, the set ensemble, the music, the
audience, the camaraderie of fellow morris dancers, and a glimpse at a future
generation of morris on the continent. My complimeDls to the Ale hosts
and feUow guests for a very wonderful time. Il is moments like that that
keep us all dancing.
Here's hoping for those created moments for all.

-- J
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Hobbies - as in Hobby Horses, Cows, Rabbits, etc. - are the feature th is
issue. A MN asked morris sides around the continent to provide a history of
the reasons for the selection of their panicular hobby animal, the role it
plays at dance events, and any special construction features that might be
useful to other builders. Thank you to all those sides that provided the short
features on their sides hobbies.
AM N regional editor Alisa Jensen has contributed a piece on "theatrical
morris" in the Bay Area. Patrice Bennet-Alder writes a very sensitive piece
on the morris and the AIDS Memorial Quilt. Thank you to all who Lake
the rime to contribute.
Enjoy the remaining weeks of the summer.
Cheers!

Alb<Dmn
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In the continuing tradition of inviting Morris anisLS to design the cover
of the summer issue.AM N invited Steven Rushefsky of New York City to
do this year's honors. Steven bas been dancing since 1977. His Morris
childhood was spent in Binghamton with the Binghamton Morris Men. In
1979, he was among the founding members of the Bouwerie Boys in NYC
with whom he continues to grace sets.
He is an artist, painting and drawing works on paper. Recent training in
3D Computer Model-Making has resulted in an interest in painting 2,3 and
4-sided boxes. (Flat work on 3D boxes.) Ru, as all call him, supports
himself as an Art Director. His public has reason to suspect his brain waves
are being affected by continued computer study.
Thanks from all al AMN !
~memn4~mG
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At the end of a recent note LO the Editor, Sarah Strong wrote, "P.S.
have you ever considered offering lifetime subscriptions?"
After an initial reaction of "G-- forbid!", a certain amusing thought
popped imo my head. What WOULD a life subscription to AMN be really
wonh? What do readers REALLY feel about receiving A M N •til death do
you part?
Now mind you, three people already receive a life subscription to the
newsletter. The very first, a prominent CDSS personality, paid for the
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privilege at a silent auction at Pinewoods Camp back in the late seventies.
The other two individuals gave their lives as senior editors of AMN for
more years than maybe they cared to have given - someday I'll ascend to
this calegory.
So, how many of you reaUy read this fine print anyway? How much
mail can this request generate? How much would a life subscription be
worth'! Send your postcards with your thoughts (they must be clean) to the
editor.
M~ll'(!'ilm

am
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AMN recently was contacted by the New Zealand Morris
Sphere. It is the Newsletter's counterpart in that country in the far
southern reaches of the globe. If anyone is interested in being in contact and
finding what it Lakes to receive

a copy, write to: Alison Knight, Editor,

New Zealand Morris Sphere, 11 Greer Cres., Tawa, Wellington, New
Zealand.
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A "Theatrical" Morris Event
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Poster Art by Steven Rusbefsky
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Last fall I participated in a unique morris "event" (111 use that for lack
of a better one-word description!) and think it deserves some documentation
before Ihe memories fade any further. It began in Ihe summer of 1991, wilh
the return of Jocelyn Reynolds to San Francisco. Jocelyn is a West Coast
dancer studying morris with Dr. Tony Barrand at Boston University. She
came borne for a few months to study, pursue interviews, reach at dance
camp -- and renew some friendships. One of her friends, Carmen Hennida,
works as an adminislrative assi.stant for the Lamplighters, a popular GiJben
and Sullivan theater company in San Francisco. The company was working
on ways to increase their audience on Friday nights and Sunday matinees.
Carmen and Jocelyn came up with a plan to produce a "green show" (some
lheateT before the main play) composed of morris dances on selected Fridays
and Sundays. The upcoming production in October was to be "Ruddygore" 
- the perfect Halloween selection. since it deals in ghosts.
Jocelyn's tasks were not easy: First.. she had to find morris dancers who
would look reasonable together and who were willing to commit to several
months of rehearsal and a month of perfonnance -- for no money. She
found eight dancers besides herself and a musician, though we lost a dancer
to injwy dwing rehearsal. We were a mixed side. Seven of us were from
local Bay Area sides (Berkeley, Mayfield. Deer Creek) and two were not
cwrently on a side but had illustrious morris pasts!
Second, she had to decide what tradition to use to unify our disparate
experience. She chose to teach us something none of us knew: Duns Tew,
a new tradition that Jocelyn learned at Sidmouth in 1988 from Scratch
Manis. It was a great choice - it was not hard to learn, and our lack: of
previous knowledge of it avoided the ubiquitous moms whloe, "bul that's
nOl how we do it ... "!
We practiced every Sunday through August, September and part of
October at the Lamplighter's !beater in San Francisco. OnJy two of us
actually live in San Francisco, so lhat meant a commute for the rest of us,
eilher figbting traffic across the Bay Bridge or traveling 30 miles up the
peninsula from Palo Alto. Besides the Duns Tew dances, we learned the
ShTOpshire Bedlams' border Morning Star. This provided variety (and
challenge -- iL wasn't easy to learn!) We spent extra Lime being
photographed and measured for costumes. And. in time-honored morris
fashion. we hit the local pub after practice. All the togetherness of this
small group -- and !.he feeling that we were doing something quite unique -
produced a definite sense of community and identity.
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We were the Sl. Francis's Dancers. We wore black knee pan ts , white
sox and black shoes. The costume department provided shirts with multi
colored ribbons. We performed 20 minutes before the show in the theater's
basement, where the audience goes to get refreshments, buy souvenirs and
generally hang out. The basement has tile over cement floors and pillars in
interesting places. We began with a Duns Tew processional, then did two
set dances, a jig, and one or two more set dances. The jig was a di fferent
dancer each performance, sometimes doing Duns Tew, sometimes another
tradition. We ended with Morning Star, so we could m n out screaming at
the end. Our musician was our witty commentalOr. We did indeed attract
additional audience (there was advance publicity about when we wou ld be
ppearing) and the aClOrs told us thal the audience for the play was more
"live" after our show.
After Ruddygore closed, we were not quite ready to part As our swan
song, we traveled together to a Halloween Ale in San Luis Obispo, and we
metamorphosed from the St. Francis's Dancers to The Dead Ringers. Our
kit was all black , wi th our name in white on the Grealful Dead's American
Beauty t- shin. We had both black and tie-dyed hankies. Two of our
Original dancers couldn't go ( 0 the ale, so Jocelyn roped in replacements
(from Lemon and Capers and Sunset Morris) to join us, therefore adding
ringers 10 the Dead Ringers. It was an experience, especially upon meeting
Deadheads at our dance sites ("hey man," said one, "are you, like, Dead
icated?").
We arc all separate now, dancing with our own sides (or nOl dancing at
al l!). But when we see each allIer at some joint morris dance-out or at an
ale, the sense of camaraderie is still there, and we often do a pick-up dance or
two to keep it alive.

American Morris Newsletter
Dancing In White
Patrice Bennet-Alder
Middlesex Morris
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When a member of my Morris Dance Team died in a car accident three
years ago, we were asked 10 dance at the memorial concert. This was a
celebration of his life by the many musical groups he had been involved
with or inspired. We could not bring ourselves to do it - we couldn't find a
way to bridge the sorrow and reach the joy !.hat the Morris expresses.
Since before the fIfteenth century, Morris dancers have heralded the
changing seasons of England with ritual dances that bring good luck and
bountiful harvest to the community. Over a basic costume of white, the
dancers are adorned with colorful ribbons, flowers, and leg bells. The dancers
jump and flick their handkerchiefs as high as Ibey hope the crops will grow;
Ibey slOmp and clash their sticks to awaken the earth.
Although I could not Morris dance for my teammate so soon afler his
death, there was another time when Dancing in White was exactly what I
wanted to do. Ironically. it was not until weeks afterwards that it occurred to
me that I had been part of a ritual dance.
I saw a movie that showed a large open field. Thousands of spectators
watched as groups of eight people in white unwrapped large pieces of clollI.
One pile was unwrapped. then the team moved to the next pile while
anolber team elsewhere on Ibe field UDwrapped their pile. It was like flowers
on a pond opening in the morning sunlighl
After the movie, a speaker explained to the audience that we could take
part in this event if we chose. Wben the event came to my community, I
went to a planning meeting, and made sure to sign up for the unwrapping.
We were instructed to wear all white. I thought "I can manage that I'll
change the ribbons on the bottom of my morris knickers from blue to
white, and I'll be all sel" It felt strange to use the costume of the Morris for
another purpose. I had been tempted in the past 10 wear costumes from my
folk dancing to Halloween parties, but my respect for the costume prevented
this sort of demeaning use.
The day of llIe unwrapping arrived. This time the event look place in a
large indoor arena with a concrete floor. We were assigned to our teams of
eight, and rehearsed our role of opening the large pieces of cloth. They told
us we were required to take off our shoes because we would have 10 step on
the cloth. I had a moment of panic as I feared the return of the foot pain that
had been aggravated by five years of pounding my legs into the ground and
never leaping quite high enough. Choreographed movemenl by a small
group of people wearing white felt familiar 10 me, but I had not yet made
the connection on a conscious level.

~
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a child of one of the team members. Nora ' s lower jaw also moves and she
has a bag connected to her mouth so [hat she can swallow money, which
Lucy cannot. Both bears were constructed and are periodically repaired by
team members.
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Sally, the Sbeep
Sarah Jane Gilmour
Greenwood Morris
Sally, Greenwood Morris's first and only hobby sheep, made her debut
in 1986. Since then she has come along on almost all the team's outings,
and has also taken the pan of Doctor Nathaniel Brown's "horse" in the
annual mummers play.
Sally's head and neX! is a taxidermist's deer head normally used for
mounting antlers. This is covered with black felt (she is a blackface sheep).
She has white fuzzy fabric on her neck and part of her body, and her ears are
made from the same material. The head and nec.k are attached to a square
frame made of wood with a seat for a small child in front A patchwork skirt
reaching almost to the ground goes all around the wooden shoulder sttaps of
the same material so she can be worn by her rider. Her tail (white fuzzy
fabric again) is hollow, originally intended as a receptacle for money, but
later found to put her [00 much out of balance when full. She was made by
several members of the group, none of whom, incidentally, had very much
in the way of woodworking skills.
A sbeep was chosen as the team's beast because one of the team
members had a ftxation on sheep (this is not difficult to understand as sheep
are such gentle, Joving. and intelligent creatures).
Generally, Sally is ridden by whomever is not dancing a particular
dance, which does nOl happen all that frequently. Greenwood being a small
side. She usually dances around and in the set, and only interacts
sporadically with the audience, depending on who is riding her. Sally is kind
of shy and doesn'l usually approach people readily - she prefers to dance
with the team members whom she knows. One May Day mOrning we took
her to the Michigan State University sheep barn to meet her relatives, and
she liked that a lot

Photo: Sarah Gilmour, Greenwood Morris, riding Sa lly the
S heep
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Bonzo, the Hobby-Cow
Nancy Winneg
Merrie Mac Morris

Merrie Mac Morris debuted Bonzo, the hobby cow, at the 1985 New
England Folk Festival. As we are fond of say ing , she took a month of
Sundays to build, literally . As a Christmas Eve party, we casually discussed
the idea of a hobby, having seen a few traditional hobby horses at NEFFA,
from New Haven and Black Jokers. A hobby-"horse" didn't seem to fit
Merrie Mac. We agreed that all the teasing we get about being from "Cow
Hampshire - where there are more cows than people" was a good basis [or
designing a uniquely New Hampshire hobby-cow. After ~arcful scannmg of
the latest agricultural magazines, and perusing many a bovine centerfold, we
decided on a fme Holstein. au naturale - with horns. The name, Bonzo. was
chosen in honor of our team founder. BonDle Ross . Bonnie was glad LO pass
on the detested. accidental nickname to our newest member and it was a
unanimous choice of the team. We also created an oversized, anatomically
correct black fly to ride on her back. Attached with velcro. the lly was
created with black stain sheets, pipe cleaners and stiff mesh neuing. "The
New Hampshire State Bird" as we call our black fly, commemorates the
concurrence of morris season and black fly season in New Hampshire, as
many morris teams will readily testify. All the work on Bonzo was done by
team members as a group effort. making good use of our diverse skills and
sense of humor. While the process was chaotic, the product is uniquely
Merrie Mac and a valuable addition to our team.
Bonzo is a non-mechanical horse/rider style hobby, wood framed with
3/4 length cloth skirt, a soft-scuJptured head in cloth and leather with a
slightly goofy expression, and a rope tail. Her simple features are durable,
easily repairable, no fuss for anyone to use and afford crowd-pleasing
animation in performance. The head removes from the frame for easy
transportation. storage and cleaning. Skirting from the head overlaps tbe
frame in front and provides coverage for hands and anns to control or move
the head. The head is SLuffed with batting for softness so she can butt,
nuzzle and come in close contact without causing injury. Inside the batting
is a beach ball, to lighten the weight of the head (and its intellectual
contents). A simple wire circle around the ball auaches to a heavy duty coil
spring. The spring slips over a sturdy wood dowel glued in the wood frame
providing solid attachment This arrangement allows Bonzo full range of
head movement when manually controlled and a goofy "freestyle" bouncing
in the bands-off position. A styrofoam ring wedged in the neck open ing
provides good leverage for directing head movement. The tail is a sturdy
climbing rope, braided, pulled through a hole drilled in the wood fra me and
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Bonzo, Tb e Hobby Cow ridden by
Nancy Winneg, Merrie Mac M orris
Phot by Phil Underwood, February 1991
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knotted inside the frame. The tail can be pulled shorter or can handle the
Irauma of six children hanging on. The shoulder straps are padded luggage
shoulder straps wilh heavy duty clips on both ends. The sLraps clip to ties at
the front and middle bars of the wood frame. A small lead bar in a cloth
casing is stapled to the inside rear of the wood frame to balance the heavier
head. The balance allows the hobbyist some freedom to move without
holding lhe frame, such as using hankies while dancing.
Bonzo was refurbished about a year ago, for ber 6lh birthday, with a few
modifications based on experience and necessity. We shortened the frame to
around 3 1(2 feet (41"), drilled the hole in the rear for the tail and convened
the head attachment to Ihe coiled spring. Bonzo's original length was closer
to 4 1/2 feet and although she was impressive, she was quite dangerous in
public and difficult to maneuver. The shorter length is easier to use in
performance, 10 transport and reduces the risk of coUisions with audience and
dancers. The tail was originally marine rope lashed around the back end of
the frame. This unraveled with use and abuse. The climbing rope is proving
more durable. The head attachment was originally a wire that circled around
the beach ball in the head and inserted into a hole drilled the length of the
dowel attached to the frame. It worked wonderfully but the wire broke at the
insertion point The heavy duty spring replacement is very solid although
not as flexible in "freestyle" movement The skirting was wasbed, mended
and neatly pleated on heavy rug tape. The rug tape is stapled to the wood
frame. The staples do wolk loose and we have to regularly check and replace
but it is easy to repair and remove the skirt for washing.
At the suggestion of Phil Underwood. Morris Ring Animal Archives,
we expanded to velcro on Bonzo's back and on ber companion black fly so
the fly can be thrown at Bonzo from some distance and catch hold The
routine is a crowd-pleaser and helps to keep the black fly with Bonzo in
transport and in storage.
Bonw's accessories are myriad and evolve season to season. Right now
the costume includes a black top hat with one white carnation. useful for
bagging, and a black vest with white spots worn over the hobby shoulder
straps. Both items fit all sizes. Holstein spotted socks. white gloves and a
black shirt are sometimes included. The vest is reve.rsible - the reverse is
white, has a bar code and "Moms Dancer" stitched on !.he back. It is an
amusing variation and its use is not institutionalized yet.
We also have a "Baby Bonzo", a hobby-calf on a stick created for one of
!.he team children, that joins in some performances. Baby Bonzo is used as a
ridden hobby by a morris minor or waved about like a stick/bladder by
Bonzo the elder. The pair will cruise the crowd as a set providing photo
opportunities and bagging. In the past Bonzo has sported ribbons, butlOns,
pink flamingos, lists of dances and assigned positions, verses to recite and
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other important infonnation. Some children were concerned U1Rt the bUltons
might be hur ting Bonzo, so we cleared off all except one or two buttons at
the top/back of (he head to secure importan t papers.
Our initial purpose for Bonzo was to help the team in perfonnance,
entertain the crowd betw een dances and cover o r distract where the
performance was weak or the team needed a break. Bonzo' s charisma has
made her our ambassador and door opener, atJrdcting and greeting audiences.
She has even go lien us into the New hampshire Stale House although we
were quickly evicled when the guards saw our sticks. She is a magnet for
children an d adu lts everywhere. en ga gi ng th e in fun, nonsense and
exuberance of a Merrie Mac event. For crusty and skeptical New Hampshire
folk , it may take something as absurd and fa miliar as a Holstein hobby-cow
to allow them to enjoy street performers like morris dancers or at least find
it non-threatening. The audience reaction La Bonzo focused her character as
friendly, non- threatening , making friends with all , nuv.ling and nudging
audience and dancers. She'll ask children for hugs and kisses so she can keep
dancing, and then go ouL and dance. She is a real ham (or is it beef?) posing
for cameras, is available to explain morris dancing and to pass the hat.
Standard routines are chasing her tail, reacting to the black fly , usi ng an
audience member as a scratching post or amorous target, butting dancers
goofing around in the set, dancing off last in Bonnie Green with a farewell
flourish and spin, playing her horns with the musicians a nd opening space
for a set in a crowd. A safety feature is herding wandering children and dogs
oUl of dances, replacing sticks and retrieving hanlcies. Bonzo works best
responding spontan eously La what is bappenin g at the mome nt. Some
memorable stunts include being a border collie sheep "cow" and herding
several teams apart at a Sheep and Wool F estival, a minuet with another
hobby and the obvious matador-bull cap wavin g scenario with a fool.
Audiences seem most delighted with hobbys interacting together. We hope
more teams will create and acti vely use bobbys so al l of us can delight more
audiences. Having Bonzo has helped change our gigs from a collection of
dances to something that feels more like a real perfonnance.
Bonzo has been worked by most members of Merrie Mac as well as
dancers from other teams and morris groupies. Bonzo is most consi stently
and actively worked by one experienced, reg ularly injured dancer who can
moderate the activ ity as injuries perm it. The regular hobbyist freq uently
barks for the team too. This creates some conflic t in the evolutio n of a clear
hobby routine but makes it easy to keep audience attention . It is hard to
ignore someone in a cow costume with a loud voice . Recently our hobbyist
has been working to separate tbe r oles of hobby an d barker in some
performance situations Lo experiment with Bonzo's characteriza tio n. T he
experiment involves a silent person inside, simi lar to working a mast-style

:.
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hobby. Children quickly adapt to interacting with Bonzo, nOl the person
inside Bonzo, while adults take a bit longer. The silent hobbyist approach
uses more intensive work with body and head action in broad movements,
pantomime with the whole "cow" and creating quick scenarios with the
audience and dancers. A drawback to the silent approach is that the
hobbyist's ability to directly aid the set with sticks, hankies and immediate
problems. With more experience, this might become easier.
However Bonzo and her routines may evolve, she is an irnporwnL
member of the team and a treasured member of the Merrie Mac family. She
will be with the team in England this summer, in spirit if we can't figure
out how to get her through customs.

An Interview with Middlesex Morris' Hobby Rabbit
documented by Lyn Mullen
Middlesex Morris
My inception came from "Little Rabbit Phoo Phoo". 1be fledgling
Middlesex Morris Team was quite taken by this infamous little ditty about a
rabbit bopping field mice on the head with the threat of being turned into a
goon. They soon found themselves associated with the rabbit; being a
symbol of fertility, it seemed appropriate for a mixed team.
1t could be interpreted that my predecessor was a Gund bunny named
Phoo Pboo who sat on the shoulder of our team musician extraordinaire,
Matthew Weiss. Eventually the rabbits multiplied and appeared on the backs
of the vests. At about that time I bopped onto the scene.
My creator was an original team member, Chris Arnold. Being both an
anist and a resourceful person, be buill me up around an old bicycle helmeL
Structurally, I'm comprised of bits of corrugated cardboard, with lexan
scraps for my ears. To achieve my rugged rabbit exterior, Chris deftly shaped
my features using a plastic colloidal material that's used in marionette and
mask making. Excuse me. but the name escapes me. A soft brown fabric
was then glued on to provide me with the essenlial furry skin. It might be
construed that I see the world from the bottom of a boltle, ac; my eyes come
from the depths of a couple of plastic beer bollles from England. Though an
anractive feature of my visage, my deep brown eyes are not functional. My
player escapes into my persona by placing me over his/her head, and has to
peer out atr.he world through my mouth. My jaw is hinged to allow for
opening and closing, which is a difficult maneuver accomplished only with
deft chin movements..
Initially 1 was found to be hot to wear and difficult to see from . due to
no peripheral vision, so differem team members shared the opponunity to

play me. After a year's hiatus hiding out in a team member' s garage, I found
myself adopted by a very amiable team member, Bill Bumpus, who remains
my faithful player Lo this day. When Bill places me on his head, he is
"imbued with the spirit of the Rabbit". His hands curve to become paws,
his head tilts in an inquisitive manner, and his movements become rabbit
like. Occasionally we 'll wear a trench coat. Though our team would prefer a
proper tux with "tails". we prefer the relaxed "Colombo" look.
With handkerchief in hand to wave at our adoring audience and cloth or
real carrots to munch on, we stroll through the dance area, channing our
way into the hearts of all, posing for a photo here, being fed a carrot there.
It's difficult to interact directly with the dancers due to poor vision, so we
stick to the sideline s. Whetber it' s bein g a c urious rabbit, staring
inquisitively at the dancers and then becoming startled by their sudden
movements, or being playful by sneaking up behind another hobby to pull
its tailor horns and then dashing away with the offended hobby in hot
pursuit, or being musical and playing concertina for the side, we 're always
looking for ways to entertain the audience between sets or to attrac t a
potential audience.
Overall, we try to add an "absurdity" quality to the Morris, one that it
most assuredly lacks!
To quote our infamous mentor LillIe Phoo Phoo: "Hare today, goon
tomorrow".
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The Black Jokers' Horse
IshmaeU. S tefanov-Wagner
Our hobby is known merely as Horse, or, formally , with honorific,
"The Horse". The original was made by Tim Cavanaugh in his premiere
foray into the art of papier mache'for the Black Jokers first appearance at the
Marlboro Lamb Ale, in May of 1976. The skirt was sewn in the car on the
drive up. It was rather heavy. with a plywood box frame, which suffered
structural damage on October 16th of that year when at the end of Badby
Beaux of London City those in the sel shot the horse, and Jonathan Stutts,
who was inside, made a very dramatic collapse. Since then, it has been a
team rule that nobody in the set shoots the horse.
A photograph of the original horse appeared in Smithsonian Magazine,
May 1981 in an article on the Marlboro Ale, and later. in the Smithsonian
Calendar in the mid-80's.
In the Spring of 1982. as The Horse got on in years and began to show
its age, Kris Arnold made a cast of the head to recreate it in a lightweight
reinforced composi~ (celastic) which would be more durable than the
original and light enough to carry along on our tour of England that
summer. The head was painted almost exactly like the original, and mated to
a smoothly contoured acrylic waist-rest and wooden anchors for a skeleton of
fiberglass tent poles. This brought our hobby beast into the Space Age,
providing a welcome weight reduction for those who wear it In addition 10 a
movable jaw, as in the original, the new one has a gullet for swallowing
coins, although with inflation the horse tens to choke on greenbacks - not
\hat we are complaining, you understand. In 1991, Vera Ehmann completed
a new skirt, reslOring the horse to a more dignified elegance.
Our horse has generally done well in the presence of the real thing,
getting along with mounted police, park rangers, and other equestrians,
except on one occasion. During our visit 10 England in 1982, outside a pub
in Swindan, Gloucestershire, a horse and rider approached us on the country
road until the mount caught sight of our hobby. It halted, shied, and would
Dot go forward. We were assured that the dancers and their bells were nOl
uncommon at that location.
The Horse is often filled with new dancers, as a way of having them
participate in the Morris experience before they have mastered all the steps.
While in England we acquired as ''L» placard, used there to mark cars driven
by "Learners", and affIxed it under the horse's chin. We found it appropriate
in light of the above. While it was enjoyed in the UK, we think the
significance of it was not realized by audiences on this side of the Atlantic.
On occasion a dancer's spouse or similar will perform as the horse; each
bringing lheir their own unique inteIpfetation of horsing to lhe event.
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"Old Dick"
The Ritual Drama Team Souling Horse
Rudd RayfIeld
The Ritual Drama Team of the Twin Cities, as well as ilS usual house
visits at Midwinter. also fields a team that goes door-to-door at Hallowe'en.
The perfonnance is not a playas such but a procession of characters with
typical rhymes who accompany the Horse, whose entrance and rhymes are
the climax of the presentation. The Horse is known as Old Dick, after the
horse from Antrobus, Cheshire, whose rhymes we sLole, and is of a type of
hobby known as a mast horse, or skull-and-pole horse. It is an impressive
and somewhat frightening affair, consisting of a genuine horse's skull with
an articulated jaw, and mounted on a four-and-a-half foot post with a blanket
hanging down behind, under which the horse' s operator stands. The slrull is
further decorated with bunches of ribbons, horse brasses, and sleigh bells.
Hobbies of this type were once common in Wales and Cheshire. In
South Wales they were known as Mari Llwyd, the White Mare; in Cheshire,
the Wild Horse or Souling Horse. The Mati Llwyd, its skull entirely
wrapped in a white sheet which also covered the operator went on its rounds
at Christmas or New Year accompanied by carolers and standard folk play
characters. They entertained the householders with songs and were given
food and money in exchange. In Cheshire the horse made its seasonal
perambulation on All-Soul's, the night after Hallowe'en, again in the
company of singers and characters. Cheshire mast horse skulls were painted
black and varnished, with ears of leather or fabric, eyes of bottle glass
inserted in the sockets, and elaborately decorated with ribbons and horse
brasses. In the off-season they were sometimes displayed in the team's local
pub. In some districts a Mummers' Play of the Hero Combat type was added
to the perfonnance, the horse becoming another character in the procession
entering afler the Cure. One of the last remaining "traditional" Mummers'
Teams, the Antrobus Gang, continue to perform their Souling Play in pubs
and big houses in their district Because of their fame and popularity they go
out for several nights at All-Souls Tide and cover considerable territory.
Similar mast animals were traditional in other parts of Britain. In
Derbyshire, for example, the Old Tup was a ram's skull-and-pole hobby
which made the usual seasonal rounds.
What these horses symbolize is anybody's guess; horses have been
considered sacred in most cultures where they are known. I tell people that
ours symbolizes the "Death Horse" that carries the souls of the dead to the
Otherworld, and back again to visit on Hallowe'en.
When I built our Souling Horse, I was very fortunate in finding a
virtually complete skull already cleaned by natural forces, sparing me the

Sketch of the Ritual Drama Team Souling Horse
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grotesque job of buying a freshly slaughtered horse's head from a rendering

finn, boiling and scraping it, and burying it for a year. Our skull had
weathered to a beautiful creamy-gold, and it was decided not to paint and
varnish it Loose teeth and sutures were securely glued. Mounting it on the
post proved 10 be no problem; there is a nann-ally occurring groove between
two bone flanges on the bottom of the skull right where it baJances. The
thinnest part of these flanges were reinforced with epoxy resin. The lOp of
the post, a rounded length of 2x2, was shaved 10 fit inlO the grove, and then
two holes, about an inch apart, were drilled straighl through bone, wood.
and bone. The POSl was then secured in position with carriage boiLS and
wing nuts. Al the back of the jaws was fastened a section of broomstick for
a handle, fixed transversely between the bones, which were drilled through
and the handle screwed in place. When the jaws are closed, the handle rests
against of the back of the post (Since this skull was missing the front of
iLS jaws and all of its front teelh, a smalJer piece of wood was similarly
inserted at the front to hold the jaws together.) The jaw was wired in
position with strong steel wire, twisted double for extra strength. A small
hole was drilled through the flange of bone on the skull above the jaw
socket; through this bole the wire passed, wrapping around the flange, and
the jaw suspended therefrom. The blanket that covers the operator was
fastened directly to the back of the skull, tied through two naturally
occurring holes, and the blankel closed a1 Ihe front, around the post by shoe
lace ties. The completed horse was very top heavy, so a weighted wooden
clog was lag bolted to the bottom of the post to counter balance it This,
however, made it even heavier; only a fairly strong person can carry and
operate it through an evening's rounds.
Once in position beneath the blanket. the operator looks out through
the horse's mouth, grasps the pole with both hands, with a thumb on the
jaw handle. The jaw hangs open of its own accord, and pushing on the
handle closes it with a clack. Visibility is limited. and the horse takes up a
great deal of space, so operators are discouraged from wild cavorting in
people's houses.
I spent a week or so building the horse, working with it closely. When
it was finished, another tearn member put it on so that I could see it in
action. It "came to life" and scared the daylights OUl of me! Clacking the
jaws and neighing shrilly. he chased me across my apartment and into a
corner of my bedroom while I yelled "Get away! Get away!" I can imagine
the effect it has on strangers when it comes into their living room on
Hallowe' ennighL
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MAYFIELD MORRIS & SWORD - Palo Alto, CA
It's been a long time since we sent an update to the team news hence I feel
compelled to include at least a few highlights from last year.
We were thrilled to return once again to Marlboro in 1991 at which
time we witnessed some of the finest dancing and made some marvelous
new friends. It was not easy assembling our hot tub on the soccer field, but
somehow we managed. Seeing the Windsor Morris was certainly inspiring 
truly gifted women.
Following closely on Marlboro's heels was the Mayfield and
Mossyback (Seattle) Big Sur Tour. The boys from the Northwest brought
rain into the midst of a five year drought on Friday night but our spirits
were not dampened - no siree! Saturday and Sunday found us dancing in such
places as Carmel By The Sea. Nepenthes and the River Inn in Big Sur. Our
final farewell picnic and dance out was at Lover's Point in Pacific Grove.
The rain did not continue throughout the weekend - the Gods smiled down.
Everybody agreed that this was indeed a wonderful way to spend time with
one of our favorite teams.
Last fall was a rough period for us with our beloved Jady out for
surgery and subsequent recovery lime. We managed to limp along
(sometimes literally) and came out none the worse for wear.
May Day found us dancing the sun up a1 our usual spot - the Palo Alto
Baylands. We dance at the boat launch right next to San Francisco Bay. This
year we were privileged 10 have Barbara Sunderland (wife of the late Morris
Sunderland of the Ring in England) at our celebration. By chance she was
visiting some friends in Los AlLos who saw our flyer in our Aran's Cookie
Cafe'. She came aJong for breakfast at my house afterwards and shared tales
of the Morris in England. What a lovely lady!!
The undeniable highlight of Mayfield's travels this year was the London
Ale in Ontario, Canada. We were treated like royalty - the hospitality was
overwhelming!! We had the privilege of making the acquaintance of Jim and
Peler Brickwedde. What a wonderful father/son team. If Peter is any
indication of the future of Morris, we will be in good shape! London,
Stratford and Sl. Mary's were magnificent spotS to dance in. We enjoyed
meeting up with new teams and reacquainting with old friends.
Well, until next time, toward the fun ... -- Barbara Slone
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RAMSEY 'S BRAGGARTS MORRIS MEN -- St. Paul/Minneapolis, MN
We are nearing the end of Spring/Summer dancing season. A good two
month rest and it will be back again to our Winter Border season. Last
Border season didn't gel off to its traditional start with a tour on Halloween.
It snowed .. . heavily, leaving the Twin Cities buried for the rest of the
winter. As that tour is always an outdoor onc...
We did have a wonderful workshop early last year with John Kirkpatrick
while he was in town for a week. His dancing style and musicality always
leaves us with ample food for thought and stylisLic exploration. He has be a
strong influence.
The highlight of our Cots wold season this year was our journey to the
London Ale in Ontario. Canada. The two day drive was worth every minute.
(The eclipse of the moon on the way home was spectacular especially since,
if we had stayed at home, the clouds blocked the sight of it in Minnesota.)
We really appreciated the friendliness of the bosts, the civilized pace of the
walking lOurs in both London a nd in Stra tford, a nd the energizing
atmosphere to want to dance at ones best. Thank s to Alistai r Brown
(Thames Valley) and Alan Dodson (Ann Arbor) who provided music for us
during the Ale as our own were off traveling elsewhere for that weekend.
(Their loss, our gain!). They very ably adapted their music to our very
deliberate, idiosyncratic athletic style of dance. Well done!
So when are any of you coming to the Midwest to dance?
Enjoy ! -- Jim Brickwedde
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T he Morris Federation
Resource List - May 1992
Order From: Sue Lawrence, Treasurer, The Morris Federation, 29 Lyndhurst Road,
Highams Park, London E4 9ru ENGLAND

All cheques payable to Morris Federation and must be In £'5
Use International Money Orders available through
your local Post Office

Leaflet

Series

1. Women and the North West Morris dance.
2. Publicity tips. Hints f or promo ting yo ur tearn , allac tin g ne w
members, etc.
3. Warn -up exercises . Clear diagrams and careful expl anation of
exercises designed to prepare dancers and reduce the risk of injury.
PRICE: £0.85 each
The El'ol)'ing Morris
Proceedings of the Evolving Morris Conference held in October
21990. Ten papers were presented covering the history of each morris
organization, the morris in Dublin and America, different types of
morris teams and new styles of morris dancing.
PRICE: £8.50
Cots'Wo/d
Glossa,y
An invaluable reference book including definitions of steps and figures
found in two or more traditions; a cross reference to all Cotswold
traditons and types; terms used by different authors for the same
movements; morris musicianship and much more.
PRICE: £5.25
Adderbu,y
Produced jointly by Tim Radford and The Morris Federation, this book
contains the his tory of the tradition, copies of original notation fr om
the Bhmt manuscript and modem notation with easy to follow diagrams
for 13 stick and 13 hankie dances. Includes photographs and music.
PRICE: £9.00
Accompaning Cassette T ape: £5.50
Ab,am Circk
Provides background, complete notation, pictures and music for the
Abram Circle dance. The dance originates from the North West but has a
different structure to most Nonh West dances.
PRICE: £5.25
Wheatley
Wheatley is a very pleasing tradition to d ance and yet one of the most
straightforward. This book was produced from a complete review of
source material and includes current practice and irmovation.
PRICE: £5.25

